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 The novel was sold for $500,000 to UK publisher Bodley Head. Critics loved it and it became an immediate bestseller. Plot Jane returns to London and is astonished to see her mother, Elsa, in the hospital dying of a broken heart. Jane takes her back to the hospital in Africa, and when the plane lands she finds that Tarzan is there with her mother. Elsa knows that Jane was living in India with Conrad
and is determined that she will have no more adventures. Elsa insists that Jane marry Tarzan, much to his displeasure. But he is forced to accept when Jane refuses to obey her mother. Believing that Tarzan is not good for her, she offers to leave Tarzan and return to the hotel. But she is shocked to learn that he and the gorilla Kala are planning a hunt on an elephant. Her heart warms to Tarzan when she
hears that he wants to stay with her. But it is not easy for her to trust him with her heart after he leaves her in danger when she is attacked by a tiger. Her parents say that she is living dangerously and that Tarzan is not the man to go traipsing around Africa with. In spite of this, they agree to travel together, and they return to the hotel. This time, however, Jane's heart is not in it, and when she learns that
he has a wife and child, she refuses to continue. Tarzan discovers this and insists that she is the one, not his son. She agrees to marry him and go back to London, where Elsa will expect her to stay and obey her. But Tarzan urges her to leave with him to protect her from the machinations of Elsa and her lawyer. In the end, Tarzan, Jane, and Kala finally reach England. Elsa surprises Jane with her death,
but Tarzan appears to be unfazed by the news and simply says goodbye to Jane. Reviews The Telegraph: "Jane: A Woman of Today's World is like the finest and most unusual edition of a treasure. Rarely is Jane a mere 'ingenue,' for she is the intelligent, sensitive woman of today." References External links A review of Jane from the BBC's series A Life Worth Living, 30 July 2006 Free online copy
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